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Menu for today

Touch
-peripheral
-central
-plasticity

Pain
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Sherrington (1948): senses classified as

--teloreceptive (vision, hearing)

--proprioceptive (limb position)

--exteroceptive (touch)

--chemoreceptive (smell and taste)

--interoceptive (visceral: the sense of the 
physiological condition of the entire body)
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What is feeling?
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Similarities between audition, vision, and touch

Processing streams
Topographic maps

Distortion/magnification
Perception is inferential

Perception makes comparisons
Can be driven in the absence of sensory input

Plastic periods in development
Important role in social communication
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Differences between audition and vision

Audition                                   Vision

Transduction

Temporal Acuity

Spatial Acuity

Feedback

Active sense

Specializations

Receptor Numb.

Fast                                         Slow

High                                        Low

Low                                        High

To cochlea                    not to retina

Somewhat                               Very

Language                                 Faces

16k                                        100M
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Differences between audition, vision, somatosens

Audition        Vision        Somatosens

Transduction

Temporal Acuity

Spatial Acuity

Feedback

Active sense

Specializations

Receptor Numb.

Fast                    Slow          Varies

High                    Low           Low-medium

Low                    High           Medium-high

To cochlea       not to retina   to spinal cord

Somewhat           Very          Moderate

Language           Faces       Stereognosis, social

16k                     100M          maybe 100k?
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Neural code:

-Rate
-Timing
-Place
-”labelled lines”
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Coding

Quality:  place, labeled line 
(pain is NOT just intense touch)

Intensity: rate code
-static (tonic; free nerve endings)
-dynamic: adaptation (phasic; 
Pacinian corpuscles)
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Sub-modalities:

-discriminative touch
-proprioception (limb position, kinesthesia)
-pain (mechanical, thermal, polymodal)
-temperature

can add: interoception
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Discriminative touch:

1.  fine touch localization (varies over body)
2. 2-pt discrimination
3.  vibration, flutter
4.  stereognosis
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Cutaneous and subcutaneous receptors

-extremely diverse, many channels

- 3 main groups:
-mechanoreceptors
-nociceptors
-thermoceptors

-Encapsulated and free endings
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Sensations Produced by Intraneural 
Microstimulation in Humans

receptor sensation produced

FA I (  Meissner’s corpuscle) tapping at 1Hz, flutter at 10Hz
and vibration at 50Hz

FA II (  Pacinian corpuscle) tickle/vibration over 20 - 50Hz

SA I (  Merkel’s disk) sustained pressure over 5 - 10Hz

SA II (  Ruffini endings) no sensation

A δ  mechanical nociceptors sharp pain

C  polymodal receptors dull, burning pain or itch

muscle   nociceptor (group IV) cramping pain
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Box 1 | Experimental strategies to probe mechanotransduction

The development of various 
techniques for studying mechano-
transduction has opened up new 
pathways for the investigation  
of molecular mechanisms of 
mechanosensation. These 
techniques can be used to bridge 
the gap between the properties  
of mechanotransducer currents 
in vitro and the characteristics of 
mechanoreceptors in vivo.

Cell-based assays
Several types of mechanical 
challenges can be used to activate 
mechanosensitive channels (see 
the figure, part a). These strategies 
are based on membrane 
deformation, yet each has the 
potential to recruit different 
populations of mechanosensitive 
channels.

Motor-driven pressure. Focal 
deformation of the plasma 
membrane uses an electrically 
driven mechanical probe. This 
technique can be applied to cell 
bodies and neurites of sensory 
neurons in vitro43,48.

Cell stretch. Two methods are 
commonly used — surface 
elongation of a flexible silicone 
elastomer substrate on which 
cells have been seeded57 and 
application of positive or negative 
pressures to a patch membrane 
through a patch pipette86,138,159.  
A recently developed, related technique consists of stimulating neurites of cultured dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons 
through indentation of an elastomeric substrate adjacent to the neurite with a mechanical probe160.

Fluid shear stress. Shear stress can be generated by changing the perfusion flow and/or the viscosity of the perfusion 
solution. DRG neurons are sensitive to fluid-flow changes43.

Crenators and cup formers. Anionic and neutral amphipathic compounds, such as free fatty acids, trinitrophenol and 
lysolecithin, preferentially insert in the outer leaflet of the membrane and induce the crenation of the plasma membrane. 
Conversely, positively charged amphipathic compounds, such as chlorpromazine and tetracaine, insert in the inner leaflet 
of the bilayer and cause the cell to form cup shapes. Such amphipathic molecules have been shown to regulate the 
activities of the MscL ion channel161 and of the two-pore domain K+ channels TREK1 and TRAAK138,162.

Osmotic challenges. Hypotonic conditions induce cell swelling, whereas hypertonicity causes cell shrinkage. Thus, owing 
to deformation of cell morphology and lipid bilayer tension, osmotic variations are considered by some researchers as a 
type of mechanical stimulation82. However, note that osmotic stress does not create uniform tension in the cell membrane 
and causes cytosolic alterations, including intracellular calcium elevation and exchange of osmolytes that complicate 
data interpretation49.

Magnetic particles. This technique uses magnetic particles to apply forces to cells163. Magnetic particles can be coated 
with specific ligands, including adhesion molecules and antibodies, which enable them to bind to receptors on the cell 
surface. An applied magnetic field pulls the particles so that they deliver nanoscale forces at the level of the 
ligand–receptor bond.

Whole-cell mechano-clamp
Mechanical stimulation of DRG neurons using an electrically driven mechanical probe can be achieved during patch 
clamping. This technique involves the attachment of a glass micropipette to the surface of the cell membrane. It permits 
high-resolution recording of single or multiple ion channel currents flowing through the membrane. The micro photographs 
in part b of the figure show patch clamping of DRG neurons with small (upper panel) and large (lower panel) cell body 
diameters. Mechanosensitive currents (lower traces) activate gradually as a function of the stimulus strength (upper 
traces). The blue trace highlights the current evoked by the 8.5-μm stimulus.

REVIEWS

140 | MARCH 2011 | VOLUME 12  www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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of molecular mechanisms of 
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techniques can be used to bridge 
the gap between the properties  
of mechanotransducer currents 
in vitro and the characteristics of 
mechanoreceptors in vivo.

Cell-based assays
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challenges can be used to activate 
mechanosensitive channels (see 
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are based on membrane 
deformation, yet each has the 
potential to recruit different 
populations of mechanosensitive 
channels.

Motor-driven pressure. Focal 
deformation of the plasma 
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driven mechanical probe. This 
technique can be applied to cell 
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Cell stretch. Two methods are 
commonly used — surface 
elongation of a flexible silicone 
elastomer substrate on which 
cells have been seeded57 and 
application of positive or negative 
pressures to a patch membrane 
through a patch pipette86,138,159.  
A recently developed, related technique consists of stimulating neurites of cultured dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons 
through indentation of an elastomeric substrate adjacent to the neurite with a mechanical probe160.
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Magnetic particles. This technique uses magnetic particles to apply forces to cells163. Magnetic particles can be coated 
with specific ligands, including adhesion molecules and antibodies, which enable them to bind to receptors on the cell 
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Mechanical stimulation of DRG neurons using an electrically driven mechanical probe can be achieved during patch 
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high-resolution recording of single or multiple ion channel currents flowing through the membrane. The micro photographs 
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The development of various 
techniques for studying mechano-
transduction has opened up new 
pathways for the investigation  
of molecular mechanisms of 
mechanosensation. These 
techniques can be used to bridge 
the gap between the properties  
of mechanotransducer currents 
in vitro and the characteristics of 
mechanoreceptors in vivo.

Cell-based assays
Several types of mechanical 
challenges can be used to activate 
mechanosensitive channels (see 
the figure, part a). These strategies 
are based on membrane 
deformation, yet each has the 
potential to recruit different 
populations of mechanosensitive 
channels.

Motor-driven pressure. Focal 
deformation of the plasma 
membrane uses an electrically 
driven mechanical probe. This 
technique can be applied to cell 
bodies and neurites of sensory 
neurons in vitro43,48.

Cell stretch. Two methods are 
commonly used — surface 
elongation of a flexible silicone 
elastomer substrate on which 
cells have been seeded57 and 
application of positive or negative 
pressures to a patch membrane 
through a patch pipette86,138,159.  
A recently developed, related technique consists of stimulating neurites of cultured dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons 
through indentation of an elastomeric substrate adjacent to the neurite with a mechanical probe160.

Fluid shear stress. Shear stress can be generated by changing the perfusion flow and/or the viscosity of the perfusion 
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to deformation of cell morphology and lipid bilayer tension, osmotic variations are considered by some researchers as a 
type of mechanical stimulation82. However, note that osmotic stress does not create uniform tension in the cell membrane 
and causes cytosolic alterations, including intracellular calcium elevation and exchange of osmolytes that complicate 
data interpretation49.

Magnetic particles. This technique uses magnetic particles to apply forces to cells163. Magnetic particles can be coated 
with specific ligands, including adhesion molecules and antibodies, which enable them to bind to receptors on the cell 
surface. An applied magnetic field pulls the particles so that they deliver nanoscale forces at the level of the 
ligand–receptor bond.

Whole-cell mechano-clamp
Mechanical stimulation of DRG neurons using an electrically driven mechanical probe can be achieved during patch 
clamping. This technique involves the attachment of a glass micropipette to the surface of the cell membrane. It permits 
high-resolution recording of single or multiple ion channel currents flowing through the membrane. The micro photographs 
in part b of the figure show patch clamping of DRG neurons with small (upper panel) and large (lower panel) cell body 
diameters. Mechanosensitive currents (lower traces) activate gradually as a function of the stimulus strength (upper 
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Box 1 | Experimental strategies to probe mechanotransduction

The development of various 
techniques for studying mechano-
transduction has opened up new 
pathways for the investigation  
of molecular mechanisms of 
mechanosensation. These 
techniques can be used to bridge 
the gap between the properties  
of mechanotransducer currents 
in vitro and the characteristics of 
mechanoreceptors in vivo.

Cell-based assays
Several types of mechanical 
challenges can be used to activate 
mechanosensitive channels (see 
the figure, part a). These strategies 
are based on membrane 
deformation, yet each has the 
potential to recruit different 
populations of mechanosensitive 
channels.

Motor-driven pressure. Focal 
deformation of the plasma 
membrane uses an electrically 
driven mechanical probe. This 
technique can be applied to cell 
bodies and neurites of sensory 
neurons in vitro43,48.

Cell stretch. Two methods are 
commonly used — surface 
elongation of a flexible silicone 
elastomer substrate on which 
cells have been seeded57 and 
application of positive or negative 
pressures to a patch membrane 
through a patch pipette86,138,159.  
A recently developed, related technique consists of stimulating neurites of cultured dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons 
through indentation of an elastomeric substrate adjacent to the neurite with a mechanical probe160.

Fluid shear stress. Shear stress can be generated by changing the perfusion flow and/or the viscosity of the perfusion 
solution. DRG neurons are sensitive to fluid-flow changes43.

Crenators and cup formers. Anionic and neutral amphipathic compounds, such as free fatty acids, trinitrophenol and 
lysolecithin, preferentially insert in the outer leaflet of the membrane and induce the crenation of the plasma membrane. 
Conversely, positively charged amphipathic compounds, such as chlorpromazine and tetracaine, insert in the inner leaflet 
of the bilayer and cause the cell to form cup shapes. Such amphipathic molecules have been shown to regulate the 
activities of the MscL ion channel161 and of the two-pore domain K+ channels TREK1 and TRAAK138,162.

Osmotic challenges. Hypotonic conditions induce cell swelling, whereas hypertonicity causes cell shrinkage. Thus, owing 
to deformation of cell morphology and lipid bilayer tension, osmotic variations are considered by some researchers as a 
type of mechanical stimulation82. However, note that osmotic stress does not create uniform tension in the cell membrane 
and causes cytosolic alterations, including intracellular calcium elevation and exchange of osmolytes that complicate 
data interpretation49.

Magnetic particles. This technique uses magnetic particles to apply forces to cells163. Magnetic particles can be coated 
with specific ligands, including adhesion molecules and antibodies, which enable them to bind to receptors on the cell 
surface. An applied magnetic field pulls the particles so that they deliver nanoscale forces at the level of the 
ligand–receptor bond.

Whole-cell mechano-clamp
Mechanical stimulation of DRG neurons using an electrically driven mechanical probe can be achieved during patch 
clamping. This technique involves the attachment of a glass micropipette to the surface of the cell membrane. It permits 
high-resolution recording of single or multiple ion channel currents flowing through the membrane. The micro photographs 
in part b of the figure show patch clamping of DRG neurons with small (upper panel) and large (lower panel) cell body 
diameters. Mechanosensitive currents (lower traces) activate gradually as a function of the stimulus strength (upper 
traces). The blue trace highlights the current evoked by the 8.5-μm stimulus.
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Latency
The delay between a stimulus 
and the response it triggers.

sensory neurons are intrinsically mechanosensitive and 
express excitatory, inwardly flowing, mechanotransducer 
currents. Mechanosensitive currents evoked in sensory 
neurons have a relatively short latency (0.4–0.8 ms)48, 
which argues against activation of a second messenger 
cascade and favours direct activation of mechanosen-
sitive channels. Whether mechanosensitive currents 
are activated by a stress in the lipid bilayer local to the 
transduction channels or through a tethering mecha-
nism anchoring the channels to the cytoskeleton or the 
extracellular matrix is still unclear49. However, evidence 
for a tethering mechanism has been recently proposed50. 
It was shown that neurites of light-touch DRG neurons 
in culture are connected to laminin substrates through 
100-nm proteinaceous filaments, disruption of which 

abolished mechanosensitivity in putative light-touch 
receptors. These protein tethers do not belong to either 
integrin- or cadherin-based protein families and remain 
undefined.

In response to sustained mechanical stimulation, 
mechanosensitive currents decline through closure of the 
transduction channels. Based on the kinetics of current  
decay, four distinct types of mechanosensitive currents 
can be distinguished: rapidly adapting currents (~3–6 ms), 
intermediately adapting currents (~15–30 ms), slowly 
adapting currents (~200–300 ms) and ultra-slowly adapt-
ing currents (~1000 ms)48,51,52 (FIG. 2b). All these currents 
were present in rat cutaneous DRG neurons innervating 
the glabrous skin of the hindpaw, although with variable 
incidence51.

Figure 1 | Cutaneous somatosensory receptors in mammals. Cutaneous mechanosensory neurons differentiate into 
many functionally distinct subtypes — with specific threshold sensitivities and encoding capabilities — each of which is 
thought to transduce specific kinds of mechanical stimuli. This pertains to the detection of innocuous and noxious 
mechanical information that underlies our senses of touch and pain. a | Guard hair (G-hair) and down hair (D-hair) follicles 
contain nerve endings that form a circumferential array of unmyelinated nerve terminals derived from myelinated axons. 
These receptors are rapidly adapting (RA), low threshold (LT) afferents and detect light touch. b | Meissner corpuscles 
occupy dermal ridges in the glabrous skin. They are RA LT mechanoreceptors (LTMs) and transmit information about skin 
motion26. c | Pacinian corpuscles have the typical structure of an encapsulated receptor. They are RA LTMs that allow 
perception of distant events through transmitted vibrations30,164. d | Merkel cell–neurite complexes lie at the base of the 
epidermis and are formed of clusters of 50–70 cells connected to terminals of a myelinated Aβ axon. They function as slowly 
adapting (SA) LTMs and are responsible for form and texture perceptions31,35,165. e | Ruffini corpuscles lie in the dermis, with 
the distinct outer capsule surrounding a fluid-filled capsule space. They are SA cutaneous mechanoreceptors35,36 and 
contribute to the perception of object motion. f,g | Free nerve endings and unmyelinated receptors terminate in the 
subepidermal corium. C-fibre LTMs (f) respond to innocuous tactile stimulation and signal pleasant stimulation in 
affiliative social body contact in humans38,40. The perception of painful touch is initiated by high-threshold (HT) C-fibre and 
Aδ nerve endings (g), which can be mechanosensitive or polymodal in nature42.
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Latency
The delay between a stimulus 
and the response it triggers.

sensory neurons are intrinsically mechanosensitive and 
express excitatory, inwardly flowing, mechanotransducer 
currents. Mechanosensitive currents evoked in sensory 
neurons have a relatively short latency (0.4–0.8 ms)48, 
which argues against activation of a second messenger 
cascade and favours direct activation of mechanosen-
sitive channels. Whether mechanosensitive currents 
are activated by a stress in the lipid bilayer local to the 
transduction channels or through a tethering mecha-
nism anchoring the channels to the cytoskeleton or the 
extracellular matrix is still unclear49. However, evidence 
for a tethering mechanism has been recently proposed50. 
It was shown that neurites of light-touch DRG neurons 
in culture are connected to laminin substrates through 
100-nm proteinaceous filaments, disruption of which 

abolished mechanosensitivity in putative light-touch 
receptors. These protein tethers do not belong to either 
integrin- or cadherin-based protein families and remain 
undefined.

In response to sustained mechanical stimulation, 
mechanosensitive currents decline through closure of the 
transduction channels. Based on the kinetics of current  
decay, four distinct types of mechanosensitive currents 
can be distinguished: rapidly adapting currents (~3–6 ms), 
intermediately adapting currents (~15–30 ms), slowly 
adapting currents (~200–300 ms) and ultra-slowly adapt-
ing currents (~1000 ms)48,51,52 (FIG. 2b). All these currents 
were present in rat cutaneous DRG neurons innervating 
the glabrous skin of the hindpaw, although with variable 
incidence51.

Figure 1 | Cutaneous somatosensory receptors in mammals. Cutaneous mechanosensory neurons differentiate into 
many functionally distinct subtypes — with specific threshold sensitivities and encoding capabilities — each of which is 
thought to transduce specific kinds of mechanical stimuli. This pertains to the detection of innocuous and noxious 
mechanical information that underlies our senses of touch and pain. a | Guard hair (G-hair) and down hair (D-hair) follicles 
contain nerve endings that form a circumferential array of unmyelinated nerve terminals derived from myelinated axons. 
These receptors are rapidly adapting (RA), low threshold (LT) afferents and detect light touch. b | Meissner corpuscles 
occupy dermal ridges in the glabrous skin. They are RA LT mechanoreceptors (LTMs) and transmit information about skin 
motion26. c | Pacinian corpuscles have the typical structure of an encapsulated receptor. They are RA LTMs that allow 
perception of distant events through transmitted vibrations30,164. d | Merkel cell–neurite complexes lie at the base of the 
epidermis and are formed of clusters of 50–70 cells connected to terminals of a myelinated Aβ axon. They function as slowly 
adapting (SA) LTMs and are responsible for form and texture perceptions31,35,165. e | Ruffini corpuscles lie in the dermis, with 
the distinct outer capsule surrounding a fluid-filled capsule space. They are SA cutaneous mechanoreceptors35,36 and 
contribute to the perception of object motion. f,g | Free nerve endings and unmyelinated receptors terminate in the 
subepidermal corium. C-fibre LTMs (f) respond to innocuous tactile stimulation and signal pleasant stimulation in 
affiliative social body contact in humans38,40. The perception of painful touch is initiated by high-threshold (HT) C-fibre and 
Aδ nerve endings (g), which can be mechanosensitive or polymodal in nature42.
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sensory neurons are intrinsically mechanosensitive and 
express excitatory, inwardly flowing, mechanotransducer 
currents. Mechanosensitive currents evoked in sensory 
neurons have a relatively short latency (0.4–0.8 ms)48, 
which argues against activation of a second messenger 
cascade and favours direct activation of mechanosen-
sitive channels. Whether mechanosensitive currents 
are activated by a stress in the lipid bilayer local to the 
transduction channels or through a tethering mecha-
nism anchoring the channels to the cytoskeleton or the 
extracellular matrix is still unclear49. However, evidence 
for a tethering mechanism has been recently proposed50. 
It was shown that neurites of light-touch DRG neurons 
in culture are connected to laminin substrates through 
100-nm proteinaceous filaments, disruption of which 

abolished mechanosensitivity in putative light-touch 
receptors. These protein tethers do not belong to either 
integrin- or cadherin-based protein families and remain 
undefined.

In response to sustained mechanical stimulation, 
mechanosensitive currents decline through closure of the 
transduction channels. Based on the kinetics of current  
decay, four distinct types of mechanosensitive currents 
can be distinguished: rapidly adapting currents (~3–6 ms), 
intermediately adapting currents (~15–30 ms), slowly 
adapting currents (~200–300 ms) and ultra-slowly adapt-
ing currents (~1000 ms)48,51,52 (FIG. 2b). All these currents 
were present in rat cutaneous DRG neurons innervating 
the glabrous skin of the hindpaw, although with variable 
incidence51.

Figure 1 | Cutaneous somatosensory receptors in mammals. Cutaneous mechanosensory neurons differentiate into 
many functionally distinct subtypes — with specific threshold sensitivities and encoding capabilities — each of which is 
thought to transduce specific kinds of mechanical stimuli. This pertains to the detection of innocuous and noxious 
mechanical information that underlies our senses of touch and pain. a | Guard hair (G-hair) and down hair (D-hair) follicles 
contain nerve endings that form a circumferential array of unmyelinated nerve terminals derived from myelinated axons. 
These receptors are rapidly adapting (RA), low threshold (LT) afferents and detect light touch. b | Meissner corpuscles 
occupy dermal ridges in the glabrous skin. They are RA LT mechanoreceptors (LTMs) and transmit information about skin 
motion26. c | Pacinian corpuscles have the typical structure of an encapsulated receptor. They are RA LTMs that allow 
perception of distant events through transmitted vibrations30,164. d | Merkel cell–neurite complexes lie at the base of the 
epidermis and are formed of clusters of 50–70 cells connected to terminals of a myelinated Aβ axon. They function as slowly 
adapting (SA) LTMs and are responsible for form and texture perceptions31,35,165. e | Ruffini corpuscles lie in the dermis, with 
the distinct outer capsule surrounding a fluid-filled capsule space. They are SA cutaneous mechanoreceptors35,36 and 
contribute to the perception of object motion. f,g | Free nerve endings and unmyelinated receptors terminate in the 
subepidermal corium. C-fibre LTMs (f) respond to innocuous tactile stimulation and signal pleasant stimulation in 
affiliative social body contact in humans38,40. The perception of painful touch is initiated by high-threshold (HT) C-fibre and 
Aδ nerve endings (g), which can be mechanosensitive or polymodal in nature42.
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sensory neurons are intrinsically mechanosensitive and 
express excitatory, inwardly flowing, mechanotransducer 
currents. Mechanosensitive currents evoked in sensory 
neurons have a relatively short latency (0.4–0.8 ms)48, 
which argues against activation of a second messenger 
cascade and favours direct activation of mechanosen-
sitive channels. Whether mechanosensitive currents 
are activated by a stress in the lipid bilayer local to the 
transduction channels or through a tethering mecha-
nism anchoring the channels to the cytoskeleton or the 
extracellular matrix is still unclear49. However, evidence 
for a tethering mechanism has been recently proposed50. 
It was shown that neurites of light-touch DRG neurons 
in culture are connected to laminin substrates through 
100-nm proteinaceous filaments, disruption of which 

abolished mechanosensitivity in putative light-touch 
receptors. These protein tethers do not belong to either 
integrin- or cadherin-based protein families and remain 
undefined.

In response to sustained mechanical stimulation, 
mechanosensitive currents decline through closure of the 
transduction channels. Based on the kinetics of current  
decay, four distinct types of mechanosensitive currents 
can be distinguished: rapidly adapting currents (~3–6 ms), 
intermediately adapting currents (~15–30 ms), slowly 
adapting currents (~200–300 ms) and ultra-slowly adapt-
ing currents (~1000 ms)48,51,52 (FIG. 2b). All these currents 
were present in rat cutaneous DRG neurons innervating 
the glabrous skin of the hindpaw, although with variable 
incidence51.

Figure 1 | Cutaneous somatosensory receptors in mammals. Cutaneous mechanosensory neurons differentiate into 
many functionally distinct subtypes — with specific threshold sensitivities and encoding capabilities — each of which is 
thought to transduce specific kinds of mechanical stimuli. This pertains to the detection of innocuous and noxious 
mechanical information that underlies our senses of touch and pain. a | Guard hair (G-hair) and down hair (D-hair) follicles 
contain nerve endings that form a circumferential array of unmyelinated nerve terminals derived from myelinated axons. 
These receptors are rapidly adapting (RA), low threshold (LT) afferents and detect light touch. b | Meissner corpuscles 
occupy dermal ridges in the glabrous skin. They are RA LT mechanoreceptors (LTMs) and transmit information about skin 
motion26. c | Pacinian corpuscles have the typical structure of an encapsulated receptor. They are RA LTMs that allow 
perception of distant events through transmitted vibrations30,164. d | Merkel cell–neurite complexes lie at the base of the 
epidermis and are formed of clusters of 50–70 cells connected to terminals of a myelinated Aβ axon. They function as slowly 
adapting (SA) LTMs and are responsible for form and texture perceptions31,35,165. e | Ruffini corpuscles lie in the dermis, with 
the distinct outer capsule surrounding a fluid-filled capsule space. They are SA cutaneous mechanoreceptors35,36 and 
contribute to the perception of object motion. f,g | Free nerve endings and unmyelinated receptors terminate in the 
subepidermal corium. C-fibre LTMs (f) respond to innocuous tactile stimulation and signal pleasant stimulation in 
affiliative social body contact in humans38,40. The perception of painful touch is initiated by high-threshold (HT) C-fibre and 
Aδ nerve endings (g), which can be mechanosensitive or polymodal in nature42.
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Inhibitory surround/ lateral inhibition

--like center-surround for RGCs
--lateral inhibition in relay nuclei (DCN)
--want to sense change, contrast
--improve spatial acuity

--feedforward inhibition: spatial focusing, WTA
--feedback from higher centers: context, attention
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The dorsal-column medial-lemniscus system for touch
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Face/ Head:

Trigeminal nerve
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Primary somatosensory cortex
BA 3, 1, 2

Somatosensory association areas
BA 5,7

Angular 
gyrus
BA 39

Supramarginal 
gyrus
BA 40
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There is substantial plasticity!
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A-delta and C fiber afferents:

Pain, temperature

Hypoxia, hypoglycemia, hypo-osmolarity, lactate/ pH

Social touch
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